Ford freestar 2005 for sale

Used Ford Freestar for Sale 3. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By Rating. Overall
4. I like having a sliding door behind my driver's seat, as it makes it easier to put in and take out
a baby car seat. This van also does not have a blind spot like one of my other vans had. We
have had no major repair issues. I like the overall style, the color charcoal and the roominess
inside. When working an Estate Sale last year, I saw a really cool vintage old door next to the
neighbor's trash. I wanted it! The neighbors were throwing it away it was trash day but I didn't
want to be seen trash-picking it. My sister and I waited until it was dark, quietly drove down the
street, picked up that door as fast as we could and shoved it in the back of my van. I was so
glad I had room I was so glad I had room for this piece of serendipity! It's now a piece of decor
in my back yard. For the last several years, I was working Estate Sales. This meant I had to hall
around long tables quite often. I intentionally chose a vehicle with two sets of bucket seats front
and middle rows so that I could slide a couple of tables between the seats, extending through to
the hatch area. I can haul something as long as 8 foot if it is narrow enough to fit between the
seats. I also LOVE my automatic lights. I never have to think about turning them on or off. I also
have a key pad, so I never have to worry about locking myself out of the van. The hood was
really hard to open. I just figured that was the way it was, and lived with it like that for a year or
so. Then my son looked at it and easily fixed it. The main thing I don't like is that the van
shimmies when I am braking, but I am told that is because the rotors were not turned when the
brakes were done before I bought it and that while annoying, it is not dangerous, and will go
away next time brakes are replaced. Overall 3. I like how it has handled all that we have thrown
at it from camping trips to sixty mile round trip to work and back home again. It has served me
well with three young kids growing into teenagers and all of their stuff. It handles well for a
minivan except for wet hilly roads. It really does not like those. In seven years I have only had
one major repair and that was due to teaching a kid to drive and them hitting the curb hard. I
have to say that after all the abuse we have thrown at it such as hauling furniture, drywall,
power tools, and all sorts of camping gear with kids and dogs it is still going strong. I have had
this minivan for going on seven years now. When camping one time the tents started leaking so
we had to fit two pit bulls and five people in the van to sleep. It was a very, very close night but
we all survived and stayed dry. It has loads of room for all sorts of things. We have put desks
and chairs and even a washing machine in it. There has only been one major repair in seven
years and that was due to hitting a curb can't blame the van for that. It is also comfortable
enough for long road trips. It is not bad on fuel mileage at around 20mpg. My least favorite thing
is that it does not like wet snowy or icy roads. It really wants to slide though these and I have
had several close calls because of this. The other thing that I don't really care for is that the AC
for the driver is not as cold as the rest of the vents. I had been a Ford loyalist for some time,
owning two Windstar vans when my older daughters were babies and then moving into an
Explorer as they got older. With another child entering the mix, I opted to go back to Ford and
purchase the Freestar. I have kept the minivan as my daughter has grown and still love it as
much today as they day I bought it. I bought my Ford Freestar after I had my daughter. Every
time I get in the minivan, you can see sand from our yearly family vacations to the beach. Just
seeing the sand reminds me of the fun and happiness we have at the beach and instantly makes
me smile and want to return to our family happy place. When my daughter was a baby, the most
positive attribute was the DVD player. It kept her entertained and happy while my older
daughters were playing travel soccer, and we were traveling around the eastern seaboard. The
van gave us plenty of room for soccer equipment and baby equipment. My Freestar ran great
and gave us many happy memories. My baby daughter is now 12 and playing travel soccer as
well and the Freest My baby daughter is now 12 and playing travel soccer as well and the
Freestar is still going strong! The only real con I can comment on is that the brakes have
needed repair at a higher level than our other vehicle. However, we do drive it a great deal and
most of the driving his highway driving. Used Ford Freestar. Used Cars for Sale. Subscribe to
receive new listings for this search right in your inbox. Maintained on a regular basis. All
maintenance up to date. Good condition drives well Been a good vehicle. But need more room
in driveway. Reach millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar
vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it
a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is
priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your
area and calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price.
This vehicle may be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average
Price. Contact seller for details. Filter Results 7 7 Ford Freestar for sale in Canada. Certified
Pre-Owned. Live Chat 2. Virtual Appraisal 1. Home Test Drive 0. Online Reservation 0. Buy
Online 0. Delivery 0. Limited 1. Sport 3. Please enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be
greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is

required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment frequency.
Credit rating. Minivan 7. Blue 1. Gold 1. Green 1. Red 1. Silver 2. White 1. Must be greater than
Min Kilometres. Front Wheel Drive 2. Gasoline 2. Automatic 7. With Photos. With Price. NEW
Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email
address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader
Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results 7.
Click here to try again. Priority Listings. All Listings. Mileage 87, km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly.
Mileage , km. Contactless Services New Instant Trade-in. Mileage 91, km. List your car here! List
your car for free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned Ford
Freestar inventory from local Ford dealerships and private sellers. You can also compare
prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of Ford Freestar with
similar vehicles. View vehicle information. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View
more. Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new
vehicles offered for sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all
dealers and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller
accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included
in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your
inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of
Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. Picture Information.
Contact seller. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Read more. The listing
has ended. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update immediately.
Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Buyer
responsible for vehicle pick-up or shipping. Item location:. Stafford Springs, Connecticut,
United States. Ships to:. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Vehicle History Report Summary. Provided by AutoCheck, a part
of Experian. Copyright Experian Information Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. Title Check:.
Major Issue. Odometer Check:. See the full Vehicle History Report. AutoCheck Score. About the
AutoCheck Report Score Experian Automotive's AutoCheck vehicle history reports feature the
patent-pending AutoCheck Score - a rating system that allows you to buy with confidence by
quickly and easily evaluating all the vehicle's history data with one convenient score. Report
Details. Mileage actual or estimated. Title brand or other problem. The AutoCheck Score factors
show the top reasons why a vehicle is scoring above, below or within range for similar vehicles.
Check the full history section for more details. The vehicle history report is currently not
available. Please check back later. Payment details. Back to home page Return to top. Experian
provides these reports to you on an "as is" basis and eBay is not responsible or liable for the
comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If you have any questions about the reports,
contact Experian. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not
available for this variation. Highlights Title Check:. AutoCheck Score Master Card. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Great people to do business with. The
cars are priced well and an overall good condition! I highly recommend doing business with this
seller. Great place, i boight the Dodge Grand Caravan. They are helpful, knowledgeable,
excellent cars and vans. I would definitely tell the people we know about Zoom Auto Outlet. It
appears that the above yellow car in this photo is just a stock photo and not the actual car for
sale. Since I was looking for a car meeting the description of the above yellow with black stripe ,
I did not pursue it any further. I feel this may be a bait and switch. We drove over for a test drive.
Receptionist was super helpful. Followed up on Monday to purchase the car. The dealer was fair
and the entire process was accomplished efficiently. I would definitely recommend purchasing
a vehicle from Gemini. He is fair and straightforward with his vehicles. The staff at Gemini was
very professional and made purchasing this car easy and a good experience. I messaged, called
and emailed them probably more than 30 times and even tryed go go there to look and buy a
truck and they never cared to respond or notice my interest in the truck then decided to finally
call me back to tell me they sold it after probably 4 weeks of calls from me. The dealer was
extremely helpful. He went the extra mile to keep me informed concerning the availability of the
vehicle I was interested in. I called twice and the sales woman never give me the opportunity to
speak ,repeatedly asking me for my credit score, really, I believe her name is Trisha or Nisha, I
am from NC you know, shame on you people. We contacted this dealer, arranged a price based
on them detailing it and fixing a broken door handle and checked in daily waiting for it to be
complete and then after days of following up they sold it out from under us. Very nice people.

They were responsive and helpful, just didn't have the vehicle I wanted. The vehicle had more
damage than the photos showed. Also the time table listed wasn't correct and I had to wait an
hour and half. The lady in the office was very helpful and friendly, she was able to work with a
price we were looking for and she also arranged for them to deliver the truck to us because we
live miles away. Great experience at valpo motors. And the saleswoman was very considered
with my time their i appreciate it. Pleasant experience and no pressure. Would recommend to
anyone. Caleb gave me a very fair price. The dealership that the website shows, is not what you
arrive to. Its a trailer on a lot with a selection of cars. I test drove the Caliber and by no means
would I purchase it. I almost didn't want to test drive because of the sounds it made. Another
person testing another car came back and had a list of complaints about that car. I drove 99
miles thinking there would be a great selection of cars. I called to make sure this vehicle was
worth my 3 hour drive. I snapped a photo with my phone and the salesman seemed
flabbergasted! Thank fir wasting my time and money!!! No big changes were introduced for the
Ford Freestar. Available as both a cargo van and a passenger van, the Freestar was still
suffering from something of an identity crisis in the family-transportation market, which was
still dominated by SUVs. Even within the minivan market segment, the Freestar had a hard time
taking market share away from the popular Honda Odyssey and other better-established
models. It certainly wasn't for any want of comfort or innovation in the '05 Freestar itself. The
Freestar incorporated Ford's latest engineering: its safety features, handling, response, and fuel
efficiency were all competitive or superior with the other minivans and crossovers on the
market. Drivers and reviewers praised the Freestar for its quiet ride, comfortable seating, and
fun touches like the third row 'Tailgate Bench Seat', which in addition to folding flat can be
faced out for tailgate picnics and the like. The Freestar was offered in five trims: S, SE, SES, and
the more luxurious Limited edition which featured touches like leather upholstery, power sliding
doors, and power heated mirrors. The Freestar sits 7 comfortably; with passenger seats
removed, it hauls cubic feet of cargo. Fuel economy is a perfectly respectable 17 mpg city, 23
mpg highway; not too bad for such a roomy ride! We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford Freestar listings in
your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request Information. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? Ford Freestar S For Sale 3 listings. Ford Freestar Cargo For Sale 1 listing. A majority
of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from
California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the
car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle
history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide
market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback
is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there
are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the
untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few
advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important
is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the
importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of
service records. Make a VIN Search. Used Ford Freestar for Sale 3. Overall Rating. Track Price

Check Availability. By Rating. Overall 4. I would honestly say that this vehicle has lots of room
and options. The seats can both come out in the back to open it all up. If you want to just fold
the back seat down into the compartment for more room and leave one row of seats, you can do
that as well. The back vent helps to air out the van. The sound system can be heard throughout
the whole van. If you are on either side of the van, it makes it easier to get in and out through
back door on each side. It has a great body style. It is fuel efficient. The back seats can be
adjusted forward and back for more leg room. The hatch opening allows for easy loading and
unloading. There is a delay when turning off the van that allows you to finish listening to your
song and roll your windows up until you open the door to exit. There is There is a noise that
reminds you that the keys are in ignition or the lights are left on. There is plenty of
compartments for storage in the van. Little compartments for sunglasses and extra cup holders.
The van is really smooth to drive and feels like a car. The mirrors being electric is very nice as
well. There is also a spot that you can attach a dog leash to in the back. I am not sure what is
supposed to be for, but when hauling dogs, I have found this to be of benefit. When taking the
dogs to the vet, we found the little thing in the back that we could attach a leash to and keep the
dogs apart. This was a very nice and unexpected find. Love the room. The seats that come out.
The seat that folds down. All the compartments. The keyless entry. Electric mirrors. Sliding
doors on both sides. Fuel economy. Nice head room. When rolling down the window if your arm
is resting on it, it will get pinched. The idiot lights coming on for no reason. The spare tire is
under the vehicle and needs a special tool to take it off. Overall 3. We purchased this vehicle
because our family size was expanding from four to five, and a car was just not going to fit us
anymore. Since then we have added one more child for a total of four. This van fits us all with
plenty of room for everyone. We love that we can use this van for vacations where we need to fit
a lot of luggage plus each kid to have their pillows and blankets. There is room in the back of
the van to put the babies things and we use the luggage rack on top for the rest of our stuff.
What we don't like about it is the trouble we have had lately needing to replace parts. However,
we have put a lot of miles on it and it should be expected to have to replace parts after so long.
We wish that it had an audio I have been driving the Ford Freestar for almost three years now.
We wish that it had an audio adapter for our phones as most cars made around that time have
an auxiliary hook up but it is nice to at least have a CD player though we only use it for the
toddler tunes! Another nice thing about the van is how much room is in the back after you
remove the middle seats and lay the back seat down. We have moved so many things in this
van including large furniture. We were able to fit and entire full sized couch in the back and shut
the door all the way! We do however wish it were much simpler to remove and replace those
middle seats. Almost every time we remove them I have to re-read the manual, which is not
clearly written, on how to get the seats out. That is just ridiculous. Overall though, the pros
outweigh the cons and we are very happy with our van. We went on vacation to Florida and on
the way we presented each of the three kids with their ticket to Disney and a gift card to use
while there. They were so excited and rocking the van so hard we thought we might have to pull
over 1. The middle seats are very difficult to remove and no aux hook up. Used Ford Freestar.
Denise Murray, Kentucky Overall. Clean title! Registration Passed smog and good to go! Drives
and looks great! A lot of service records by ford dealers! Recently serviced! V6 automatic runs
and drives great all power options locks, windows, cruise control, newer stereo and keyless
entry! This is a great minivan for a family or would make a great Description Thank you for your
interest in this vehicle. Contact our sales department today to receive more information.
Exterior Features Automatic control headlamps Body-color door handles Body-color moldings
Body-color painted Recent Arrival! Take a look at this extra clea
cummins n14 service manual pdf
ar 15 trigger parts diagram
2 way switch connection wiring diagram
n Ford Freestar! This 3rd row mini van is in excellent shape all over, the interior is extra clean
with no rips or stains! Exterior paint shines like new. Auto, 4. A Team driven to deliver great
guest service Upfront pricing, fast and caring Negotiation free buying experience Visit Tri-City's
Auto Sales online at Vehicle Options "Securilock" passive anti-theft system 12V pwr points
Aluminum 5-Spoke Wheels, 3. New great pricing! For availability please call, - come see our
quality for yourself at Broadway Oakland, CA Downtown Auto Center Price Guarantee -- Our
commitment to you is the price you see here is guaranteed to be at or below the current Sort By.
Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. Autozin Ford ford freestar. Sort by Date recent
Price highest first Price lowest first. On page 20 40 Make offer. Chicago, IL. Belleair Bluffs, FL.
Garland, TX. Greenville, SC. Hopkins, MN. City Of Industry, CA. Houston, TX. Bowling Green,
MO. Salem, OR. Canton, OH. Other Ford Models.

